Youth Climate Summit 2020 Careers Conversations: Wednesday 11 November 1-2pm
Youth Climate Summit ambassadors and London Schools Eco-Network members
Alina, Lorenza, Lucie, Aadarsh and Andra in conversation with…
Jo Hand

Co-founder, Giki
Jo is co-founder of Giki
Social Enterprise, creators
of digital products to help
people live sustainably.
The free Giki Badges app
helps you find sustainable
and healthy supermarket
products. Giki Zero
provides a step-by-step
guide to a sustainable life.
Previously Jo was an
investigative journalist at
the BBC and Channel 4.
Federico Bellone

Regenerative Food
Systems & Nature Based
Solutions Lead, COP26
Climate Champions Team
Federico studied
environmental science
and technology, and
international relations
(BSc, MSc, MA). He has
worked on Pan-Amazon
Basin forest conservation
and is an Advisor to the
Latin America BCorp
movement, Capital
Institute and Regenerative
Communities Network, as
well as a COP26 Climate
Champions Team lead.

Ed Scott

Assistant Harvest
Manager, Riverford
Ed did well at O-levels
(=GCSEs) and wanted to
go to university, but
catastrophic A Level
results ruled that out.
After a number of jobs in
hotels, bookshops and a
fruit juice factory, Ed
started at Riverford
Organics on a 3-month
seasonal picking contract
and 17 years later is still
there!
Sue Vincent

Senior Communications &
Stakeholder Engagement
Manager, Sofia and North
Falls Offshore Wind
Farms, RWE Renewables
Sue has over 25 years’
experience in energyrelated communications
and engagement, and 14
years in offshore wind.
Her current roles at RWE
include the c£3 billion
Sofia Offshore Wind Farm
and new project North
Falls. She has a BA in
Journalism and an MBA,
both from the University
of South Australia.

Bernardo Maza

Rebecca Shutt

Director of PPL PWR
Bernardo, Director of the
collective PPL PWR, comes
from an Engineering
background and has been
working in environmental
and societally relevant
areas for the last 6 years.
He has spent his career
working on strategic and
operative activities, with a
strong focus on building
systems for missions
regarding sustainability.

PhD Student, UCL
Rebecca is researching
battery materials at
University College London
following a Chemistry
degree and working for a
UK small-medium
enterprise developing
sodium-ion batteries. She
works with PPL PWR on
outreach and has a
podcast advocating for
gender balance in STEM.

Jenny Hughes

Andy Ashton

Climate Change & Social
Value Manager, Stantec
Jenny studied Politics and
Geography at Edinburgh
University and has
recently finished an MA in
Environmental
Management. She works
at Stantec on land
development and
infrastructure projects
such as renewable energy
schemes, and is
supporting their transition
to a Net Zero Carbon
Company.

Primary teacher, Green
School Bali
For the past 18 months
Andy has been a primary
teacher at Green School
Bali, the most spectacular
and inspirational school he
has ever worked in. He has
enjoyed (and not enjoyed)
many previous jobs,
including driving trucks,
running a gardening
business, volunteering in
relief-work overseas,
working at dozens of
primary schools and
cleaning gum off carpet.

Book your FREE place at: https://www.transform-our-world.org/whats-on

